A biopunk card game by Nick Meccia

Introduction
Last year was the happiest year of your life: your
hard work was rewarded with a promotion, you started
construction on a vacation home in the mountains, the
love you share with your partner grew even deeper, and
your first child is on the way. Your life is amazing.
And you’d do anything to get it back.
It all started when you heard murmers of a new
investment opportunity: hire a grey market biotech
engineer to clone you, carve away just enough of
the clone’s memories and personality to make it an
obedient worker, and lease it to a corp, filling your
coffers with its salary. You were assured this process
would be airtight, so how did you end up working in the
mines instead of your clone?
Now, instead of a romantic dinner with your spouse
before retiring to a cozy bedroom, your endless hours
of back-breaking labor are rewarded with greyish gruel
and a coffin-sized bunk. Your status outside means
nothing down here, and with each stroke of your
pickaxe you can feel your memories slowly slipping into
obscurity.
This place is miserable.
The only thing keeping you sane is a 24-hour loop of
your real life in the theater of your mind, underscoring
your need for revenge and grounding you in reality.
How is it fair that an impostor gets to enjoy your
life, while you waste away down here in the grimy
darkness? You’re having trouble remembering, which
only increases the urgency that you escape this infernal
prison camp, find your way home, and dispose of your
doppelgänger using any means necessary.
There can only be one you, and you are going to pay.

Overview
In Personal Vendetta, each player is a clone of a
single person, fighting to the death in a trial by combat
for the right to reclaim a single life. Your goal is to
eliminate your opponents by reducing their physical or
mental health to zero. Play attack cards [ ] to inflict
physical and mental damage on your foes, intercept
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Players: 2-4
Time: 20-30 minutes
Age: 17+

their schemes with reaction cards, and improve your
position with state cards. However, be careful not to
overextend—each move you make comes at a cost: give
up too much of yourself, and skate that much closer
to death. To play Personal Vendetta well is to balance
these costs with the effects needed to win.

Save Your Brain
The first time you read this rulebook, you can
reduce cognitive load by skipping all rules in black
textboxes (like this one). These concepts are more
nuanced details, and are not required to get started.
During your first game, refer back to these rules as
questions arise.

Object of the Game
Your goal is to eliminate each other clone, proving
that you are the original, and worthy of resuming the
impressive life you have built. Each clone begins the
game with 20 points of corpus [ ] and 20 points of
cerebrium [ ]. If a player ever has 0 or fewer or
they die, and are eliminated from the game. The last
remaining player with both and is the winner.

What is Cerebrium?
For readers who skipped biology class here on
Fastus, the fundamental cells which compose all
brains are called cerebrium. Each individual unit of
cerebrium contains a discrete piece of data—say,
the memory of your last meal, or how to shoot
a firearm—and scientific advancements on our
planet allow us to individually locate and directly
manipulate specific cerebrium of our choosing.
Most inhabitants have practiced some degree
of sculpting (adding) or carving (subtracting)
cerebrium from their brains, for the purposes of
augmenting or restricting their abilities. These
discoveries have set the foundation for the
amenities and technological advancements that dot
the landscape of the society you live in today.
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Setup
Shuffle all cards together into a single deck, and place
it in the center of the table. This deck is referred to
as your head. Deal a faceup tableau of four cards
extending outward from your head. These cards
represent a market of options available to all clones,
known as headspace. Each clone begins the game with

no cards in their hand, no cards in their play area,
and designates a space for their personal discard pile,
referred to as their forgotten [ ] pile. Each clone then
sets their and their to 20 in a 2-player game, 15 in
a 3-player game, or 10 in a 4-player game, and flips two
tick tracker tokens facedown.

General Flow

typical turn, you will spend your corpus, your cerebrium,
your cards, and your time to play new cards from your
hand, or to use abilities on cards in play. Therefore, the
effects of your cards will advance your agenda, while
their costs will advance your opponents’ agenda, slowly
killing everyone involved with each move you make.

Personal Vendetta takes place over a series of turns,
until all but one clone dies. Cards have a great variety
of effects, but ultimately your goal is to inflict physical
damage (reduces ) or mental damage (reduces )
on your opponents until they die. Achieve this effect
by playing cards which inflict damage, but be careful—
each action demands sacrifice. Unlike most games, the
currencies of Personal Vendetta are your corpus [ ]
and cerebrium [ ], which are present in full at the start
of each game with no way for you to earn more. On a
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Each turn you will perform actions by spending
ticks [ ]. Ticks are an intangible resource which
represent the time you spend thinking and acting
on your turn. Spend ticks to take new cards from
headspace, play cards from your hand, or use abilities
on cards in play.
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A Primer on Cards

Effects

Cards are the backbone of Personal Vendetta—they are,
after all, the only component required to play! Unlike
many similar games, the rules are simple to learn, but
the staggering quantity of unique card effects creates
complex and interesting decisions. Become familiar with
the three types of cards and their common elements
and the remaining rules will fall into place with ease.

You may have noticed that the effects of many cards
are broken up into two sections: white text on a
black background (the benefit), and black text on
a white background (the penalty). Both the benefit
and the penalty together make up the effect
of a card, but some cards may reference each
separately.

Anatomy of a Card
Despite differences in design, all cards share these
elements:

Types of Cards
Attack Cards
Attack cards represent single-use manuevers which aim
to help you or hurt your opponent. Attack cards may
only be played on your turn as part of a play action.
When playing an attack card, pay its cost, resolve its
effect, and place it in your forgotten pile.

name — This text describes the theme and flavor of
a card, but does not affect gameplay other than as a
unique identifer of its content.
discipline & type — Cards contain both a discipline
(physical or mental) and a type (attack, reaction, or
state). The card depicted above is a mental attack.
cost — These are the resources you are required to pay
in order to gain a card’s effect. In order to play the card
depicted above, you must pay 1 and 1 .
effect — This is the collection of a card’s abilities, both
positive and negative
flavor text — This text adds to the theme and flavor of
the card, but does not affect gameplay.
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(An attack’s effect is found at the bottom of the card.)

Reaction Cards
Reaction cards represent a response to an opponent’s
action. Unlike attack cards and state cards, reaction
cards are not played as an action, but instead played in
response to any action, including your own action. Each
reaction card begins with the phrase, “If reacting to...”
and continues with a condition for fulfilling the card’s
effect, followed by its effect. Most commonly, reaction
cards are played in response to another clone’s
attack card, but it is possible to play a reaction card
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in response to an action even if the reaction’s effect
will not trigger. After playing a reaction card, pay its
cost, resolve its effect (if possible), and place it in your
forgotten pile.

activated abilities — Other states begin with a cost,
separated from an effect by a colon [:]. An activated
ability works exactly like an attack card: pay the cost,
and resolve its effect. Think of activated abilities as
additional attack cards that never leave your hand.

static effects — Static effects change the rules of the
game, and are always in effect. These effects are neither
preceded by a trigger icon nor a cost icon, and exist as
bare text on state cards.

(A reaction’s effect is found at the top of the card.)

State Cards [ ]
State cards represent a permanent ability (or affliction)
that besets a clone. Unlike action cards and reaction
cards, state cards are permanent effects that remain in
play, and are not discarded after use.

After playing a state card, pay its cost and place it in
front of you. If one of your state cards is discarded from
play, place it in your forgotten pile.

Responding With Reaction Cards
Unlike attack and state cards, reaction cards are
played in response to any action. What does this
mean? Here is a detailed breakdown of the timing
of playing a reaction card.
1. the active clone chooses an action — The three
actions in Personal Vendetta are take, play, and
activate. The active clone will indicate a take action
by selecting a card in headspace, a play action by
placing a card from their hand on the table and
paying its cost, or an activate action by referencing
an ability on a state card they control and paying its
cost. The active clone may be another player...but it
can also be you!

(A state’s effect is found on the side of the card.)
There are three ways in which the effects of state cards
are generated:
Triggered effects — Some states contain a Trigger
icon [ ] and specific language, such as “At the
beginning of your turn...”, or “Whenever you...” When
an event listed on a state card is triggered during
gameplay, resolve its effect.
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2. you play a reaction card — After the active clone
chooses an action but before they resolve its effect,
indicate that you wish to play a reaction card. Given
the conversational nature of card games, it may be
necessary to back up a few moments and rewind
time to the specific moment indicated above: after
a cost is paid, but before the effect is resolved. Pay
the cost for your reaction card and continue to the
next step.
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3. check requirements — All reaction cards begin
with the phrase, “If reacting to...” During this step,
evaluate whether or not this statement accurately
describes the active clone’s chosen action.
Note that this requirement need not be true for
you to play a reaction card! Reaction cards can be
played in response to any action. It is completely
acceptable and sometimes strategically sound to
play a reaction card which you know ahead of time
will do nothing.

Paying Costs

Each card in Personal Vendetta has a cost. In order to
play a card from your hand or activate an ability on a
card in play, you must first pay that card’s cost. Reduce
your resources by the amount and type listed on the
card, then resolve its effect.

4. resolve the reaction’s effect — If the
requirements of the reaction card fit the active
clone’s chosen action, resolve the reaction’s effects.

In the example above, this card costs 1 and 1 . If you
have at least 1 tick and 1 cerebrium, reduce each by 1
and resolve the effect of this card.

For example, the reaction above begins, “If reacting
to an attack...” If the active clone has chosen to play
an attack card, then this reaction applies! Lose 2
fewer than printed and inflict 2 .
As with any card effect, resolve as much of the
effect as possible, skipping directions which do not
apply. In this example, if the active clone’s attack
does not inflict any , this is not a requirement for
this card to inflict 2 . The only requirement for this
card to inflict 2 is that it needs to be played in
response to an attack card.
5. resolve original action’s effect — The cost for
the original action has already been paid, so resolve
it, taking into account the effects of your reaction
card.

List of Resources
tick — You gain 2

at the start of each of your turns.

corpus — You begin the game with 20 .
cerebrium — You begin the game with 20 .
card — Represents any card in hand.
state — Represents a state card in play.
forgotten card — Represents a card in your discard
pile.

List of Costs
tick — Reduce your

.

corpus — Reduce your

.

cerebrium — Reduce your
card — Choose a

.

in your hand and discard it.

state — Choose one of your

in play and discard it.

forgotten card — Choose a in your discard pile
and put it on the bottom of your head.
After paying the cost of an attack or reaction, perform
its effect. After paying the cost of a state, place the state
on the table in front of you. After paying the cost of an
activated ability, perform the effect of that ability. You
cannot play cards for which you cannot pay the cost.
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Costs vs. Resources
Costs and resources may look similar, but their
visual language is different:

On Your Turn
Turn Phases

A turn consists of three phases, each containing one
or more discrete steps which the active clone (or, the
player currently taking a turn) resolves in order.
beginning phase — Resolve triggered effects and gain
main phase — Take actions until all

Whenever you see an icon with a circle, it denotes
a cost you must pay; whereas, any icon without a
circle references a resource instead.

X as a Cost
Instead of a number, some cards indicate you need
to spend “X” resources to pay a cost. When you play
a card with an X in its cost, you choose a number
for X, then pay that many resources of that type.

.

are spent.

end phase — Resolve triggered effects and discard down
to hand size.
Once the active clone completes the steps contained
within all three phases, the next clone seated clockwise
around the table takes their turn.

Beginning Phase
Gain Ticks
During this step, the active clone gains 2

.

First Turn of the Game
On the first turn of the game only, the active clone
gains 1 instead of 2 .

Resolve Triggered Effects
Certain cards contain the phrase “at the beginning of
your turn” and are preceded by a trigger icon [ ]. The
combination of this icon and phrase indicates an effect
which you as the active clone must execute during this
step. For example:

Usually the value you choose for X is also
referenced in the card’s effect. In the example
above, choosing “3” for X means you would discard
3 to pay the cost, and substitute “3” for the value
of X in the effect. Here, this would equate to the
effect, “Inflict 3+2 ” (or, Inflict 5 ).

You may also find similar phrases on cards:

Naturally, cards you control which read “at the
beginning of your turn” and cards your opponents
control which read “at the beginning of each opponent’s
turn” both trigger during this step of your turn.
In any order you choose, resolve these effects and
proceed to the next step in this phase.
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Trigger Icons [

]

The responsibility for remembering triggered effects
lies with the controller of its card. For example, if
a clone forgets to lose 1 at the start of their turn
due to your card, it is your fault! The controller of a
triggered effect must announce the effect in order
for that effect to resolve. Stay vigilant when it is not
your turn to remind others of your cards’ effects.
Fortunately, each triggered effect is preceded by
an icon to help you in identify and remember its
presence.
down arrow — These effects are triggered by
your actions or take place on your turn.
up arrow — These effects are triggered by
your opponents’ actions or take place on your
opponents’ turns.
double arrow — These effects are triggered by
all clones’ actions or take place on each clone’s
turn.
These icons should help you keep track of both your
and your opponents’ triggered effects!

Tracking Ticks
You may choose to track your with the included
tick tokens. Use the printed side to indicate an
unspent available to you, and flip it facedown
after spending it to pay a cost. More advanced
clones may opt to simply remember their ticks
remaining, as they generally aren’t too difficult to
track given some experience with the game.

take and a play action, two take actions, one play and
one activate action... Any combination is possible, so
long as you are able to pay the costs for the actions you
choose.
During this phase, you must spend all of your ,
whether you’d like to or not. Even if you have no cards
in hand and no states to activate, the take action is
always available.

Refreshing Headspace
Whenever there are no cards in headspace, after
the active clone finishes resolving the effect of their
action, flip four new cards into headspace. If your
head is empty, shuffle all together to form a new
head.
When you have no remaining, finish resolving the
current action and move to the end phase.

“Free” Actions
Most actions cost 1 , so in general you will perform
two actions during this step. However, certain cards
have a cost of 2 , while others cost no at all. If
a card does not contain any in its cost, you may
freely take this action without losing any .
Because your main phase ends once you have
no , this means you must have at least 1 in
order to take actions which cost no .
Because take and play actions rely on costs printed
on cards, turns will occasionally consist of fewer
than two actions, or more than two actions.

Setting Cards Aside

Main Phase
During this phase, the active clone chooses and
resolves actions from the following menu of options
until they have no remaining.
take — Choose a card in headspace and add it to
your hand.
play — Pay the cost of an attack or state card in your
hand and resolve its effect.
activate — Pay the cost printed on one of your state
cards in play and resolve its effect.
Actions from this list may be taken in any order, any
number of times, so long as the active clone can pay
the required cost. For example, a turn can consist of a
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Certain effects will direct you to “set aside” one or
more cards. Place these cards near your play area.
These cards are not in play, and cannot be
interacted with other than through the card effect
that set them aside. If a card effect ceases to
interact with a set aside card, consider that card
removed from the game entirely.

Choosing Clones

Whenever a card effect directs you to “choose a
clone,” you must choose an opponent.
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Adding Cards to Your Hand

It’s Easier Than it Looks!

Certain effects include the phrase “add to hand.”

The level of linguistic precision in this rulebook
may leave you with the impression that Personal
Vendetta is a complicated game. However, nothing
could be further from the truth! In general, during
your turns you will take your favorite cards from
headspace and play them from your hand, paying
their costs and reading their text to see what
happens. That’s it! That’s the entire experience,
repeated until most of you die. Most cards have
only one in their cost, so the simplest example of
a turn would be to spend your first to take a card
from headspace into your hand, and the second
to play that card from your hand.

“Adding to your hand”includes all of the
following cases:
• taking a

from headspace

• drawing a — These cards are added from the
top of your head.
• adding a to your hand — These cards are
usually added from your personal forgotten pile.
• adding a from anywhere — This phrase is used
when moving a card between zones in an unusual
fashion; for example, adding a card to your hand
from an opponent’s hand.

Assembling a Print & Play
If you have played a TCG before, this task should be
easy: simply cut out all cards from this file, and sleeve
them with unused cards, like so:

End Phase
Resolve Triggered Effects
Similar to the beginning phase, certain cards contain
the phrase “at the end of your turn” or similar.

As in the beginning phase, resolve all applicable
triggered effects during this step.

Discard
Each clone’s hand size is limited to four cards. During
this step, the active clone must discard excess cards
from their hand until they have cards equal to their
current hand size.

If you are completely confused by the diagram above,
here are further instructions: on Amazon, ebay, or at
your local game store, search “ultra pro standard deck
protector sleeves.” Card sleeves are individual plastic
casings that can hold both a paper cutout from this
file and a thick playing card for increased shufflability.
Sleeve Personal Vendetta cards on top of an old deck
of poker-sized playing cards and you’re ready to set up
your first game!

Game End

When a clone has 0 or 0 , that clone dies and is
immediately eliminated from the game. In a multi-clone
game, that player sets aside their hand, forgotten cards,
and states. The game ends when only one clone lives.
The last clone standing is the victor, and may freely
retake the life they deserve!
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Glossary

FAQ

To save your eyes the effort of reading (and my fingers
the effort of typing), certain words have been selected
to replace lengthy and exceedingly specific rules. For
your convenience, these terms are collected here and
expanded to their full rules text.

One of the joys of Personal Vendetta is the wide variety
of card effects; however, despite the precision of this
rulebook, certain effects elude an easy explanation.

activate — One of three actions a clone can choose on
their turn. Choose an activated ability on a state you
control, pay its cost, then resolve its effect.
benefit — The portion of a card’s effect with white text
on a black background. This text usually helps you.
discipline — One of two classifications for cards. Can be
mental or physical.
effect — The text box of a card.
inflict x[resource] — Choose an opponent. That clone
loses X resources of the type indicated by the icon.
leech x[resource] — Choose an opponent. That clone
loses X resources of the type indicated by the icon. Gain
X resources of the type indicated by the icon.
penalty — The portion of a card’s effect with black text
on a white background. This text usually hurts you.
play — One of three actions a clone can choose on
their turn. Choose a card in your hand, pay its cost, and
resolve its effect.
pop x — Add X
headspace.

invasive interrogation — The clone chosen for this
attack must play or activate cards on their next turn if
possible, even if they’d prefer not to.

from the top of your head to

push x — Choose X in headspace and put them on the
bottom of your head in any order.
take — One of three actions a clone can choose on their
turn. Choose a card in headspace and add it to your
hand.
type — One of three classifications for cards. Can be
action, reaction, or state.
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